
Visual Basic Programming Assignment Check-Off   Name -  

        Period - 

Project Name: __________________________________ 

 

Run the program & answer the following questions: 

Yes or No 1. Press the Tab key & watch the focus. Does it move around the form in a logical manner? 

Yes or No 2. Is there an underlined letter on every button (e.g. x in Exit)?  

Yes or No 3. Does the form have a suitable Text property in the top, blue title bar? Answer 'No', if it still says "Form1” 

Yes or No 4. Do the Exit & Clear buttons work if they were required in this assignment? 

Yes or No 5. Are the objects (i.e. buttons, textboxes, labels, etc.) lined up and arranged in a logical, appealing way? 

Yes or No 6. Are all words spelled correctly? 

Yes or No 7. Does the program satisfy ALL of the specs? Reread the specs on our website to be sure. 

 

View the program's interface and code and answer the following questions: 

Yes or No 8. Does every object on the form have a suitable name & prefix (e.g. btnExit instead of Button1)? 

Yes or No 9. Is your name, the project name & your class period in comments at the top of program? 

Yes or No 10. Does every method have a comment typed directly above its Private Sub method header? 

Yes or No 11. Are there blank lines between all methods (i.e. after each "End Sub")? 

Yes or No 12. Do all the objects have correct prefixes (txt, btn, lbl, int, dbl, etc.)? 

Yes or No 13. Do you have a comment in the declaration statement (Dim & Const) of every variable & constant?  

Yes or No 14. Are all empty methods deleted? 

Yes or No 15. Are parentheses used around the control expressions of every If statement?   If (num > 3) Then 

 

View the stapled set of papers and evaluate the following: 

Yes or No 16. Are all the required papers included and stapled in the order specified in the specs? 

 

The answer to every question should be 'Yes' 
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